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the measurement of the powers which are exerted

in the universe, and of the spaces through which

their efficacy reaches (for the most distant bodies

are probably connected both by gravity and light.)
But these estimates cannot he said so much to give
us any notion of the powers of the Deity, as to cor

rect the errors we should fall into by supposing his

powers at all to resemble ours:-by supposing that

numbers, and spaces, and forces, and combinations,

which would overwhelm us, are any obstacle to the

arrangements which his plan requires. We can ea

sily understand that to an intelligence surpassing
ours in degree only, that may be easy which is im

possible to us. The child who cannot count beyond
four, the savage who has no name for any number

above five, cannot comprehend the possibility of deal

ing with thousands and millions: yet a little additional

developement of the intellect makes such numbers

manageable and conceivable. The difficulty which

appears to reside in numbers and magnitudes and

stages of subordination, is one produced by judging
from ourselves-by measuring with our own sound

ing line; when that reaches no bottom, the ocean

appears unfathomable. Yet in fact, how is a hun

dred millions of miles a great distance? how is a

hundred millions of times a great ratio? Not in it

self: this greatness is no quality of the numbers which

can be proved like their mathematical properties; on

the contrary, all that absolutely belongs to number,

space, and ratio, must,we know demonstrably, be

equally true of the largest and the smallest. It is

clear that the greatness of these expressions of mea

sure has reference to our faculties only. Our asto

nishment and embarrassment take for granted the

limits ofour own nature. We have a tendency to treat

a difference of degree and of addition, as if it were

a difference of kind and of transformation. The ex

istence of the attributes, design, power, goodness,
is

a matter depending on obvious grounds: about these

qualities there can be no mistake: if we can know
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